When we learn how to play a complex game, we usually work out the basic strategies first and then develop more sophisticated ones as we play the game again and again. This paper examines the possibility that learning to read and write also works in this way: Children may use basic strategies at first and add other more sophisticated ones later. Rith (1985) , for example, claimed that children first go through an "alphabetic stage" when they adopt an entirely phonetic strategy in their spelling and learn about the basic relationships between letters and sounds. Only later do they reach the "orthographic stage" in which they grasp the higher order, more sophisticated aspects of the nature of their written language. Marsh, Friedman, Welch, and Desberg (1980) made much the same distinction between an early stage in which children master letter-sound correspondences and later "advanced" stages when they grasp the more sophisticated principles of spelling.
There is a great deal of evidence for an initial phonetic stage in spelling. When children begin to spell words systematically they tend at first to represent the sounds of words phonetically:
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They spell when as wen, for example, and sucked as sukt (Read, 1986; Treiman, 1993) . However, there is not yet much evidence for a later orthographic stage. This may be because orthographic is a broad term. There are several kinds of higher order rules to be learned in reading, and there is no guarantee that all are learned in the same way. The solution is to look at specific types of orthographic rules.
One important set of higher order spelling patterns is based on grammar. (We will use the expression grammar to cover syntax and morphology considered together and the latter terms when we wish to emphasize a particular aspect of grammar.) In English, as in most European orthographies, the same sound is often spelled in one way in one part of speech and in quite another way in a different part of speech. For example, the last phonemes in the words bold and list are spelled as d and /. However, exactly the same phonemes are spelled as ed in the words rolled and kissed, because this is the conventional spelling for the inflectional morpheme in regular past verbs.
Some research shows that children spell such words phonetically at first and then later go on to use morphological and syntactic spelling strategies. In Portuguese, many sounds that are the same in speech are spelled in different ways depending on the grammatical status of the word involved. For example, the suffixes ice and isse are pronounced in exactly the same way in Portuguese, but ice is a derivational morpheme used in abstract nouns and isse is an inflectional morpheme for the subjunctive. A study in Brazil (Nunes Carraher, 1985) in which children had to write pseudowords, embedded in a context that made their grammatical status clear, showed that younger children stuck to one form of spelling of such sounds regardless of the grammatical status of the pseudoword. Older children, in contrast, varied their spelling according to the pseudowords' grammatical status. Beers and Beers (1992) documented U.S. children's increasing ability to use morphological information to generate spellings. They worked with words and pseudowords and used three morphologically determined spelling patterns, s for plurals, ed for past regular verbs, and ing for the continuous. They also showed that young children spell these endings phonetically whereas older children use a morphological strategy in spelling. Treiman (1993) reported similar results from a detailed study of the writing of some children in their first year at school. She found that most of the children represented the endings of regular past verbs phonetically (jumt for jumped); only about 12% of these words were given the correct ed ending. This suggests that children start spelling phonetically and later add the conventional ed ending for regular verbs to their repertoire. However, these data were not developmental: With the exception of one child, Treiman did not study changes in the children's use of the ed spelling during the year.
In another study, Treiman, Cassar, and Zukowski (1994) produced some evidence that a minority of first graders and a majority of second graders might incorporate morphological knowledge of flaps such as the middle consonant in dirty and city. In the American dialect, this is usually pronounced as /d/ but Treiman et al. reported that American first and second graders are more likely to give the correct / spelling to two-morpheme words, like dirty, in which the final sound of the stem word {dirt) is pronounced as /t/, than to one-morpheme words like city. The fact that this effect was found in first graders does show some early use of morphemes in spelling, but it should also be noted that the effect was stronger in the second graders.
Totereau, Thevenin, and Fayol (in press) reported that children learning to read and write in French have difficulty with morphologically based spellings. In oral French, plurals are not marked, and initially children omit, for example, the s at the end of plural nouns. Only by Grade 3 do children spell plurals correctly and systematically both for nouns and for verbs.
Thus data from three languages converge in suggesting a developmental change from using a predominantly phonetic strategy to adopting both phonetic and morphological strategies. However, there is no detailed account of how children make this transition, and in our view such an account must be based on longitudinal data.
We should also consider what causes the transition. There are two main possibilities: (a) that the changes are due to the child's experience with written words, and (b) that they are the result of a developmental increase in the child's awareness of grammatical relationships in spoken as well as in written language. The first hypothesis is that the developmental sequence is rooted in the phonetic strategy and that is the essential starting point in learning about alphabetic scripts. Only after mastering the basic letter-sound correspondences can the child become aware of exceptions to these correspondence rules and search for an explanation for them. In the case of ed at the end of past regular verbs, the child would use his or her grammatical knowledge to find the explanation. The grammatical knowledge necessary for this discovery is there all along: The children's experience with reading and spelling paces the development of their spelling.
The second of these two hypotheses is that the children's progress in spelling morphemes is paced by their growing awareness of grammar in spoken language. As the explicit awareness of morphological and syntactic distinctions in spoken language develops, so too does their ability to learn the appropriate conventional spellings for these grammatical distinctions.
This second hypothesis suggests that measures of awareness of grammatical distinctions should predict how well individual children subsequently learn about morphologically based spelling patterns. In fact, some studies have already shown that children's performance in tasks of morphological recognition (the "comes from" task: Does the word teacher come from teach?) correlates with their spelling scores (Derwing, Smith, & Wiebe, 1995) and that tasks of production of morphologically associated words (the sentence completion task: four. The big racehorse came in ) predict spelling scores even after controlling for age and vocabulary (Fowler & Liberman, 1995) . However, these are correlations with general spelling tasks; the studies did not deal specifically with the use of morphological strategies in spelling. Furthermore, in Fowler and Liberman's sentence completion tests of awareness of morphology, children might be using both semantic and grammatical knowledge to complete the sentences. We need more rigorous tests of grammatical awareness, and these should be specifically related to children's spelling of morphemes.
In summary, we need the answer to two questions. The first is about the precise nature and time course of the transition from phonetic spelling to spelling that incorporates conventional representations of morphemes. The second is about the causes of this transition. Longitudinal data are needed to answer both questions, and so we set up a large-scale longitudinal study of children's spelling and of possible related variables.
Method

Participants
There were 363 children in the study to start with, 175 from London and 188 from Oxford, England. In each city the children were sampled from three grade levels (Grades 2, 3, and 4 in school) at the time of the first session. The project lasted for 3 years and we saw the children three times a year. In this article we report data from three sessions, which cover a period of 20 months. The first (Session A) was also the first session of the project. The next session (Session B) that we report came 7 months after and was in fact the third session of the project. The last session to be reported in this article (Session C) came 13 months after Session B and was the sixth session in the project. Table 1 gives the mean ages of the children in the three grade levels in each of the three sessions. The children were drawn from eight different schools, four in each city. The intake to these schools varied considerably in socioeconomic terms, thus the sample covered a wide range of socioeconomic backgrounds. All the children had learned English as their first language. Throughout the article, we combine data for the two cities.
Procedure The Spelling Task
In all three sessions we asked the children to spell 30 words, which are presented in Table 2 and which provide the spelling data for this article. (In each session, these words were presented together with other words that are not described here.) Ten of the 30 words were regular past verbs and therefore their last consonant sound was spelled as ed; 10 were irregular past verbs, and so their final consonant was spelled phonetically; and 10 were nonverbs whose final consonant was also spelled phonetically. All these words ended in two consonantal sounds, Note. Mean ages are given in years (y) and months (m), and standard deviations for ages are given in months.
and the last consonant was a 161 sound in half the words and a til sound in the rest. The six sublists of words were matched for frequency (Carroll, Davis, & Richman, 1971) . Our method with each word was to say it, then to say a sentence that contained the word, and finally to repeat the word ("Lost. I lost my book at school. Lost."). We then asked the child to write the word. We varied the order in which we presented the words to the children.
The Three Grammatical Awareness Tasks
Our aim in the grammatical tasks was to measure awareness of the distinctions between different parts of speech and of the relation between present and past verbs. We devised three oral tasks, which are presented in the Appendix. The children had to carry out a morphological transformation of a previously heard word. The tasks were given in Session A.
Sentence analogy task. There were eight trials, and they were presented with the support of two puppets. In each trial the first puppet "said" a sentence and then the second puppet "repeated" it but with a change to die tense of the verb. Then the first puppet said a second, quite similar, sentence; the child was asked to play the role of the second puppet and to make the same change to this sentence as the puppet had to the first. The changes, which we made to one verb and which the child had to make to the other, were from present or present continuous to past tense or vice versa. Our aim was to see how well each child transformed die tenses.
The use of regular and irregular past verbs was systematically varied. Our concern was with children's explicit understanding of the relation between present and past verbs whether the past form was regular or not. There is clear evidence (Marcus et al., 1992) that different mechanisms may be involved in the production and recognition of regular and irregular forms, but we aimed to test linguistic knowledge that would transcend this division and would treat past verbs as a whole. In some trials, both the sentences involved either regular or irregular past verbs; in other trials, the first sentence involved a regular, and the second sentence an irregular, past verb and in others vice versa. According to previous research (Fowler & Liberman, 1995) , this should produce greater variation in the scores, thereby allowing for the use of more sophisticated statistical analyses.
This task and the subsequent task are analogy tasks, because die a:b::c:d format is the same as that of analogy tasks used in cognitive psychology (Piaget, Montanegro, & Billeter, 1977; Sternberg, 1977) .
Word analogy task. This task had the same a:b::c:d analogy format, but with single words. The Appendix shows that the different transformations were from noun to adjective, noun to verb, present to past verb, and vice versa in each case. The past verbs involved were regular in some cases and irregular in others.
Productive morphology task. We adapted Berko's (1958) pseudoword task. In each trial we showed a picture of a person doing something and we described the picture, using a pseudoword, which stood for a verb, a noun, or an adjective; the pseudoword was always used twice and in two forms. Then we produced an incomplete sentence in which the missing word was the pseudoword. In some trials the correct response was to add an inflectional or a derivational suffix that we had not used in the description: in others, it was to produce the bare form after having heard the pseudoword with attached suffixes. When the task was to produce a past tense for the pseudowords, children occasionally but rarely produced an irregular form, which we accepted as correct if it was plausible. The first item was always a change from singular to plural, which is rather easy for children at this age level (Berko, 1958) ; die order of the remaining items was varied between children.
Standardized Tests
Three months after Session A we gave all the children a shortened version of the revised Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (Wechsler, 1977) , which contained three verbal (Vocabulary, Similarities, Digit Span) and three performance (Object Assembly, Block Design, Coding) subtests. We also gave the children the Schonell standardized reading (single-words) test (Schonell & Goodacre, 1971) in Sessions A and C.
Results
The results are presented in three sections. The first is a preliminary description of the spelling patterns. The second section presents and examines a five-stage developmental theory. In the third section, we look at the link between children's grammatical awareness and the progress that they make in spelling.
Preliminary Description of the Spelling Data
We have argued that children initially spell phonetically and ignore the conventional spellings for morphemes; later, possibly on the basis of an increasing grammatical awareness, they begin to understand and adopt these conventional spellings. In this case, some children should spell the endings of the words phonetically and others should adopt the conventional spelling for the endings of regular verbs. We found both patterns plentifully, but we also found other patterns that suggested a more complex and more interesting developmental sequence than just a simple transition from nonmorphological to morphological spelling.
Unsystematic Spelling
Some of the spellings of the word endings were unsystematic. In some cases the ending which the child added to the stem bore no resemblance to the end sound or to the conventional ed spelling; in others the child simply did not spell the last sound at all. In most cases where the children omitted the ending, their attempt to write the stem of the word was far from a correct phonetic rendering of that stem. In Session A, 8% of the children produced unsystematic spellings like this with over half the words in our 30 word list. This suggests that there may be an early stage in which children's spelling of word endings is unsystematic.
1
Phonetic Transcriptions
As expected, we did find many examples of children spelling most of the regular verb endings phonetically. In Session A, for example, 17% of the children never spelled any of the regular verbs with an ed and spelled at least half of them phonetically.
Generalizations to Irregular Verbs and to Nonverbs
A more surprising kind of error was the generalization of the ed ending to words that were not regular past verbs that we found in a large number of children.
In Session A, 134 out of a total of 363 children (34%) generalized the ed spelling to irregular past verbs at least once (e.g., sleped). In Session B, the percentage of children making this mistake at least once increased to 38% and still further in session C to 42%. Even more impressively, 71% of the children whom we tested in Session C had made at least one such generalization in one of the three sessions.
We have a more surprising fact to report about generalizations. Many children generalized the ed spelling pattern to the wrong grammatical category (i.e., to nonverbs). No reports of generalizations of this spelling pattern exist, but we found them consistently. In Session A, 104 of the children (29% of the whole sample) generalized the ed spelling to at least one nonverb. So they wrote, for example, soft as sofed or ground as grouned. Roughly the same proportion of children made these ungrammatical generalizations in Sessions B and C as well. By Session C, over half (56%) of the children whom we tested in that session had made at least one such generalization to a nonverb in one or more of the three sessions.
There were consistent differences between individual words in the number of false generalizations made to them. In Sessions A and B, the three commonest generalizations were with the words slept, field, and held; in Session C, they were slept, held, and except. In all three sessions the smallest number of generalizations was made to the words sent and paint.
One interesting point about these generalizations is that many children produced them with words that they had spelled correctly in previous sessions. In Session B, 36 children made at least one incorrect ed generalization to particular irregular verbs that they had spelled correctly in Session A, and 20 children produced them with nonverbs that they had spelled correctly in Session A. The equivalent figures for the numbers of children spelling particular words correctly in Session B but misspelling them by generalizing the ed sequence in Session C were 35 for irregular verbs and 17 for nonverbs.
Generalization and the Possibility of Artifacts
Both kinds of generalization, but particularly those to nonverbs, are surprising and potentially important. We must therefore make sure that they are genuine generalizations of ed and not the result of some artifact of the words or methods that we used.
One possible artifact concerns words that end in /d/ and also have a long vowel sound (like cold). Some children may have given these words an ed ending not because they were generalizing the ed sequence, but because they placed an e before the d in an attempt to apply the rule that a final e lengthens the preceding vowel. However, the results provide no support at all for this idea. If the idea was right, children would put ed at the end of words with long vowels and ending in /d/ particularly frequently. This did not happen. The words ending in /d/ that had the long lot vowel sound were sold, told, cold, and gold. In Session A, the mean number of generalizations made with told (.11) was slightly above general average for individual irregular verbs ending in /d/ (.09) and the average for sold (.09) was in line with that general average. The average number of generalizations for individual nonverbs ending in /d/ in that session was .05 and the average for cold was also .05, whereas the average for gold was only .02. In Sessions B and C, the average for told was again slightly above the general average for individual irregular verbs, but the averages for sold, cold, and gold were all below the averages for the general averages for irregular verbs and for nonverbs. Turning to other long vowel words, above average numbers of generalizations were made to field in all sessions but below average numbers of generalizations to found and ground. There is no evidence here of a bias to introduce e before the d in response to long vowel sounds.
A second possible artifact concerned two words, in which the penultimate letter was r: heard and bird. In London, people tend not to pronounce the r (though the sound is pronounced in the Oxfordshire accent). Thus some children might think that the main vowel in either of these words should be spelled either as e or as a combination of letters ending in e such as ie. In this case they would use an ed ending as part of an attempt to represent the vowel and not because they were generalizing the conventional ed ending. They might write heard as hed or bird as bied or, if they know that there is an r there somewhere but cannot remember where, they might write hred or bred.
Thirty-three children wrote ed at the end of heard in Session A, 26 in Session B, and 33 in Session C (total of 92). Fifteen children spelled bird with an ed ending in Session A, 7 in Session B, and 6 in Session C (total of 28). In the 92 cases in which heard was given an ed ending, the word was written as heared 26 times, hered 63 times, hared twice and hred once. In the 28 cases of bird written with an ed ending, the spelling was bired 9 times, bered 13 times, bied 5 times, and biued once; four of these last six misspellings that did not include an r were made by the Oxford sample where the r is pronounced. Thus there is very little evidence that with these two words the ed pattern was a product of the nonpronunciation of r.
A final possible objection is that the generalizations could have been an artifact of our procedure of giving the children a list of words, which included many past regular verbs. This may have prompted the children to use the ed ending more than they would have otherwise. This explanation seems implausible to us. The list given to the children consisted of other words besides the 30 words described here and these other words varied between sessions. In Sessions A and C, the list included seven interrogative pronouns as well, but in Session B the children had to spell a list of 79 words in all, which were divided into two sublists presented on different days. None of the other 49 words involved the ed spelling pattern. So the concentration of ed words was considerably diluted in Session B, and yet many children generalized the ed ending in that session as well. The percentage of children who put at least one ed at the end of an irregular verb was 27% in Session A, 26% in Session B, and 32% in Session C. The equivalent figures for children placing eds at the end of nonverbs were 29% in Session A, 25% in Session B, and 28% in Session C. Thus the pattern of generalizations seems to have been constant across sessions. We conclude that the ed endings given to irregular verbs and nonverbs were genuine generalizations.
Implications of the Generalizations
The generalizations of the ed ending to nonverbs suggest that some children used this sequence without understanding its grammatical basis. These children may be going through an intermediate stage in which they realize that ed is sometimes the right spelling for a /d/ or a III ending but do not understand that this is only so for past verbs.
On the other hand, children who only generalize the ed endings to irregular verbs and not to nonverbs have probably realized that the ed ending is restricted to past verbs but have not yet worked out the exceptions to this rule.
Both kinds of spellers exist. In Session A, for example, 20% of the children made at least one generalization both to nonverbs and to irregular verbs; in the same session 14% made at least one to irregular verbs and none to nonverbs. This suggests that there are two intermediate stages between phonetic and correct morphological spelling. In one of these the child realizes that some words ending in /d/ or /t/ are spelled as ed without understanding the grammatical basis for this exception to letter-sound rules. In the other stage, the child realizes that there is a grammatical constraint to the ed spelling but has not yet learned about the exceptions to this new grammatically based rule.
The Stage Model
These preliminary data therefore suggest five stages in the development of spelling. In the first, children do not spell the endings of words systematically; in the second, they spell words phonetically and ignore the nonphonetic conventional spelling for the inflectional morpheme; in the third, they begin to realize that the conventional nonphonetic ed spelling is sometimes a legitimate way of representing the final /d/ or /t/ sound but do not know that they must restrict it to one grammatical category. In Stage 4, they grasp the grammatical significance of the ed spelling and confine it to past verbs, regular and irregular, and in the final stage they learn about exceptions and apply the spelling to regular past verbs only. This five-stage mode] is outlined in Table 3 .
Our first step in testing this stage model was to group the children into the five developmental stages on the basis of their spelling. Our criteria for placing children in particular stages were objective and the selection was done by computer. Ror Stage 1, we set the requirement that the children should spell less than half of the endings that should be spelled phonetically-the endings of the nonverbs and the irregular verbs-correctly. All such children, we argued, were at the prephonetic stage because they were not able to use letter-sound correspondences consistently enough.
This meant that to be included in Stages 2 to 5 all the children had to spell half or more of the endings of irregular verbs and nonverbs correctly. We set the criterion as high as this, because of the relatively large number of correct spellings of these word endings even among the youngest children.
For Stage 2 we also required that (a) the children should make at least five phonetic transcriptions of regular past verbs {killed as killd) but (b) they should produce very few (less than three) ed spellings for any of the words. We made an allowance for one or two ed endings in the phonetic stage because of the possibility of children memorizing the spelling of one or two specific regular verbs from our list of 10. We decided that a morphologically based spelling strategy would produce more than 2 out of 10 correct spellings of regular verb endings. The main criterion for Stage 3-the stage when children begin to produce the ed spelling without understanding its grammatical basis-was that the child should write at least three ed endings and that at least one of these should take the form of a grammatically inappropriate generalization to nonverbs. Again the children also had to write at least half of the irregular verb and nonverb endings correctly. It was in principle possible that children selected in this way for Stage 3 (or for Stages 4 and 5) could make many phonetic transcriptions of regular verbs as well. Tn practice this hardly ever happened, but our view was that any child who wrote three or more ed endings had begun to realize that there were other ways of spelling the ending than simply through letter-sound correspondences.
Our joint criterion for Stages 4 and 5 was still that the children should write at least half of the irregular verb and nonverb endings correctly and that they should produce at least three ed spellings but that these ed% should be just at the ends of past verbs.
Stage 4 children generalized the ending to irregular verbs at least once but never to nonverbs. Stage 5 children wrote ed with regular past verbs only.
We allocated the children to stages in this way in all three sessions. Table 4 gives the number of children falling into the five stages in the three sessions, together with their ages and their reading ages in Sessions A and C. The table shows that the stage model successfully included the vast majority of children (more than 90% in each phase). The few who were excluded in each case were children who did quite well in spelling the endings of irregular verbs and nonverbs but hardly ever produced the ed spelling and made very few phonetic transcriptions with regular verbs. Our model does not account for this pattern, but the pattern is rare and may be even rarer than Table 4 suggests. 
The Test of the Model
Any stage model should pass at least three tests. One is that all, or very nearly all, the children should clearly belong to one of the stages in each session; we have already shown this to be true of our model (Table 4) . Second, the developmental stages should be related to external criteria: The children at more advanced stages should be the older or the educationally more successful children in the sample. The third test is the most stringent and unfortunately the least often applied. Because the stages are ordered from less to more advanced, over time individual children should move in one direction hut not in the other. If a child is at Stage 2 in one session, the model predicts that he or she will be either at Stage 2 or at Stages 3, 4, or 5 in the next session but not at Stage 1. Table 4 shows that the model is related to external criteria in the way that we predicted. The average ages and reading ages of the children in the higher stages were greater than those of children at a less advanced stage according to our model. Spear-2 Because /d/ and ill are a voiced-voiceless pair of sounds, it seemed possible that the children might confuse them (e.g., by writing kepd or grount). However when we looked at these confusions we found that they were relatively infrequent and occurred for the most part with words ending in /t/. This asymmetry between writing d for III and writing / for /d/ was very striking: 82% of the d~t confusions in Session A took the form of children writing d for III and only 18% of writing t for idl. This suggests that most of these mistakes are not genuine voicedvoiceless confusions but arise from the child realizing that past verbs commonly end in d but not taking in the full ed spelling sequence. But we cannot say which mistakes take this form and which have other causes, and for this reason we decided to treat all such mistakes as errors and not to analyze them in any other way. This meant that we only counted d spellings as phonetic transcriptions of regular verbs with a /d/ ending and t spellings as phonetic transcriptions with regular verbs with a Itl ending. Thus opend and kisst were counted as phonetic transcriptions, but not opent or kissd. Several children who were unclassified in our stage model would have been classified as Stage 2 if we had counted all ds and fs as phonetic transcriptions of the endings of regular verbs. In this case, 17 of the 26 children whom we could not fit in our stage model in Session A would have been in Stage 2. In Sessions B and C, the figures are 9 out of 12 and 3 out of 10, respectively. So the figures in Table 4 may be an underestimate of the proportion of children whose scores fit our stage model. in Session C. The children's stages were still closely related to their reading age in partial correlations, which controlled for differences in age (r = .66, p < .001, in Session A and r = .52, p < .001 in Session C). The pattern of the children's correct spellings and of their spelling mistakes fit the model. This pattern was much the same in all three sessions. Table 5 shows that the pattern for Sessions A and C (for the sake of brevity we have omitted the Session B scores) confirms that in each of the sessions the children in Stage 1 hardly ever produced the correct ending to any of the words. In Stage 2 the children hardly ever produced the ed spelling but did spell the endings of the irregular verbs and nonverbs relatively well. These children wrote many phonetic transcriptions of the regular verb endings, and in fact the number of their incorrect phonetic transcriptions with regular verbs almost equalled the number of their correct phonetic transcriptions of irregular verb and nonverb endings. Thus they did not distinguish regular verbs from irregular verbs or nonverbs.
The transition from Stage 2 to Stage 3 contains the most striking changes in spelling. Stage 3 children made far fewer phonetic transcriptions with regular verbs than Stage 2 children did (a change from a mean of 7.04 to 2.24 in Session A), and they produced many ed spellings (a change from a mean of 0.24 with regular verbs to one of 6.69 in Session A). Some of the eds written by the Stage 3 children were incorrect generalizations to irregular verbs and to nonverbs. These generalizations indicate that the children had not fully learned the grammatical basis for the spelling. However it should be noted that they wrote more eds with regular verbs than with the other two kinds of word. This may be because they had a partial knowledge of the grammar involved or that they had specific memories for particular past verbs.
The Stage 4 children produced much the same patterns as the Stage 3 children, except that, by definition, the Stage 4 children made no generalizations to nonverbs. The Stage 5 children were also similar except that they, again by definition, made neither kind of generalization.
We carried out separate analyses of covariance of the correct spellings in each session; the main terms were stages and word type (regular verbs, irregular verbs, and nonverbs) and IQ was the covariate. We used IQ as the covariate because we wanted to rule out the possibility that any differences between the stage groups were just an artifact of the groups having different mean IQs. We did not use reading age as a covariate because, according to our model, the children's reading level is partly the product of the development that we are tracking in our stage model. In fact, we used correlations between reading age and stages as a test of the validity of our stage model. Thus reading age is an integral part of our independent variable, stages, and to partial out reading age would be to tamper with the effect of this particular independent variable.
The analyses established significant differences between stages, F(4, 309) = 289.1 in Session A, F(4, 302) = 345.4 in Session B, and F(4, 282) = 172.6 in Session C, and also an interaction between stages and word type in each session, F(4, 309) = 289.1 in Session A, F(4,302) = 345.4 in Session B, and F(4, 282) = 172.6 in Session C. lukey's honestly significant difference posttests showed that the interaction was caused by the same pattern in each session. The Stage 3, 4, and 5 children were significantly better than the Stage 1 and 2 children with regular verbs, and the Stage 2, 3, 4, and 5 children were significantly better than the Stage 1 children with irregular verbs and with nonverbs.
Another interesting pattern was a consistent difference between Stage 3 and Stage 4 children. TUkey posttests showed that, in each session, the Stage 4 children were significantly better with nonverb than with irregular verb endings (though both are spelled phonetically) whereas this was not true of the Stage 3 children. This is entirely consistent with our stage model because it suggests that the Stage 4 children had made a distinction between the spelling of nonverbs and verbs but were still unsure about the distinction between regular and irregular verbs.
We also analyzed the children's phonetic transcriptions in separate one-way analyses of covariance for each sessionhere the main term was stages and the covariate was IQ. Each analysis produced a significant difference between stages; F(4, 309) = 126.2 in Session A, F(4, 302) = 304.0 in Session B, and F(4, 282) = 150.6 in Session C, p < .001 in each case.
We did not look at ed generalizations in analyses of variance because their distribution was not normal. Instead we carried out logistic analyses of both kinds of error in each of the three sessions separately. In each logistic analysis, the dichotomous dependent variable was whether or not the child ever made the generalization in question in that session. We entered age, and then IQ, as the first two steps in all these analyses to control for differences in these variables. (We entered IQ and not reading age, for exactly the same reason that we chose IQ as a covariate in the analyses of covariance.) The third and final step in each analysis was the difference between stage groups. In the analyses of the generalizations to irregular verbs we entered the scores for the children in Stages 1-4, and in those of the generalizations to nonverbs we entered the scores of the children in Stages 1-3 only. This was because by definition the children in Stage 5 made no generalizations to irregular verbs and the children in Stages 4 and 5 made none to nonverbs.
There were significant differences between stages in all six logistic analyses. In the analyses in which the outcome measure was generalizations to irregular verbs, x 2 (3, N = 363) = 149.5, p < .001, in Session A; x a (3, N = 336) = 144.5, p < .001, in Session B; and x 2 (3, N = 304) = 93.5, p < .001, in Session C. In the analyses in which the outcome measure was generalizations to nonverbs, x 2 (2, N -363) -180.8,/> < .001, in Session A; x 2 (2, N = 336) = 151.7,/> < .001, in Session B; and x 2 (2, N -304) = 87.7, p < .001, in Session C. Thus, these analyses confirm that children in the different stage groups differ radically in the number of generalizations even after the effects of differences in age and IQ have been removed.
The analyses of the correct scores, the phonetic transcriptions of regular verb endings and the generalizations of ed therefore support our selection criteria for the stages. The next test of the model was the longitudinal one. We wanted to know whether the children would progress, and not regress, over time. Tables  6 and 7 present data about the relative position of individual children in successive sessions. Table 6 concerns their stages in Sessions A and B, and Table 7 in Sessions B and C. The tables show how many children stayed at the same stage in the two sessions (these children are represented by the top left to bottom right diagonal in both tables), how many progressed to a higher stage (children above the diagonal) and how many were at a lower stage, according to our model, in the later session (below the diagonal). Our prediction was that the vast majority of the children should either be on the diagonal or above it, and that few should be below it.
This prediction was largely successful. There were backsliders, but they were clearly in the minority. More children advanced to a higher stage (in our model) than regressed to a lower one. Some children advanced by more than one stage from session to session: 26% of those at Stages 1, 2, or 3 in Session A were two or more stages higher in Session B than in Session A, and 54% of those in Stages 1, 2, or 3 in Session B were two or more stages higher in Session C. We do not see this as negative evidence. Although our model states that each child goes through all five stages it is quite possible that particular children could have progressed through more than one stage during the considerable interval between sessions.
The existence of backsliders is a problem for our model, particularly given the size of the gap in time between sessions. Most backsliders were in Stages 4 or 5 in the first of the two sessions being compared. In the Session A-B comparison, 29% of the children who were in Stages 4 and 5 at the outset had fallen back a stage or more by Session B. The equivalent figure for the Session B-C comparisons was 22%. We cannot offer a full explanation for these backsliders, and their development needs further investigation. Preliminary analysis shows that these backsliders had relatively low standardized reading scores in Session A and C compared with the children who did not backslide. We are pursuing the hypothesis that the backsliders initially make normal progress in their understanding of the conventional spelling of morphemes but later, as a result of inadequate and unsuccessful experience in reading, lose confidence in the grammatical understanding that they used to have. Until we have further evidence for this hypothesis, we must acknowledge that our stage model provides no explanation for the backsliders.
It should also be noted that many children stayed at the same position in Session B as in Session A: Over half of those in Stages 1 and 2 in Session A were in the same stage in Session B. However, there was much more mobility between Sessions B and C when the children were older. This result suggests that spelling development is slow at first but becomes more rapid later on.
Despite the backsliders, our developmental model provides a reasonable fit for the longitudinal data. This allowed us to look for causes of this five-stage development.
Grammatical Awareness and the Stage Model
The developmental model suggests that children progress first by noticing the exceptions to letter-sound rules and later by realizing that these apparent exceptions have a grammatical rationale. This is certainly in line with the idea that children's progress is determined by the experiences that they have in reading and spelling. However, the data do not completely exclude the alternative hypothesis, mentioned earlier, that the extent of their grammatical awareness determines the progress of children's spelling.
We looked first at the relations between grammatical awareness and the five stages. Table 8 gives the Session A grammatical task scores of the children whom we assigned to the five stage groups in Sessions A, B, and C. This shows a clear relationship between the children's scores in the grammatical tasks in Session A and the stages to which they were assigned in that session and later in Sessions B and C. The children in the higher spelling stages also did better in the grammatical tasks. The grammatical scores appear to predict stage membership not only at the time but over the next 2 years.
In the analysis of this relationship we could not treat the stages as a linear, continuous variable, and so we used discriminant function analysis to determine how well each of the three awareness tests predicted the membership of the five stage groups. In each analysis, we entered three steps in a fixed order: age, IQ (to make sure that any relationship between grammatical awareness and the stages was not just an artifact due to both variables being related to differences in age or in intelligence), Note, The mean correct scores show how the grammatical scores predict membership of the stage groups at the time (Session A) and in the two later sessions (B and C).
and then one of the Session A grammatical awareness scores. As in earlier analyses, we did not enter reading age because in our model the stage development is an integral part of reading development, and therefore will be strongly reflected in the children's reading ages. We carried out the analyses separately for Sessions A, B, and C. Thus there were nine analyses in all (three grammatical tests in Session A, stage groups in Sessions A, B, andC).
In all the analyses, only one discriminant function was significant, and Age and IQ were always significantly related to this function. In the analyses that dealt with the stages assigned to children in Session A, both the sentence analogy (Wilks' A = .588; p < .001) and the word analogy scores (Wilks' A = .593; p < .001) were also significantly related to this function but the productive morphology was not. In the analyses that dealt with the stages in Session B, the sentence analogy (Wilks' A = .721; p < .001) and the word analogy scores (Wilks' A -.710; p < .001) were again significantly related to the first discriminant function, but productive morphology was not. Finally, in the analyses that dealt with the stages in Session C, the sentence analogy scores (Wilks' A -.757; p < .001), but not the other two grammatical scores, were significantly related to the first discriminant function.
It is worth noting that in each case when a grammatical score was significantly related to the first discriminant function, that relationship was entirely orderly as far as the canonical discriminant functions evaluated at group means were concerned. The higher the stage group, the greater was the canonical function: The canonical functions were always negative for Stage Groups 1 and 2, around zero for Stage 3, and positive for Stages 4 and 5.
Thus these analyses showed a close relationship between the sentence analogy and word analogy scores and the stages that we assigned to the children both at the time that we gave the analogy tests and in subsequent sessions, even after controls for differences in age and IQ. The sentence analogy test successfully predicted the membership of the stage groups over a 2-year period. On the other hand, we found no significant relation between the productive morphology scores and the stages.
Grammatical Awareness and the Correct Use of ed
Having established a link between grammatical awareness and the sequence of stages, we then turned to a continuous outcome measure. This was the correct use of eds in regular verbs. We have two reasons for using this outcome measure. First, as we have seen, correct eds increase across the stages: Stages 1 and 2 children hardly ever produce the ed ending correctly and then there is a marked increase in this kind of spelling from Stage 3 onwards. The consistent and appropriate use of eds is the most obvious end-point of our stage model. Second, even if the stage model were not right, we would still need to know whether grammatical awareness is related to children's correct use of the conventional spelling for the inflectional morpheme.
We shall report the results of two multiple regressions. Their purpose was to see if Session A measures of grammatical awareness predicted the children's correct ed spelling later on in Sessions B in one regression, and in Session C in the other regression. In each regression we controlled first for variables that we considered to be extraneous. We wanted to rule out the possibility that any relation between grammatical awareness and spelling later on could be due to differences in age or IQ or the child's original spelling ability at the time of the first session. So we entered the steps in each regression in a fixed order and we entered the three extraneous variables first. We entered age and IQ, but not reading age, in these analyses for the same reasons as in the analyses of covariance and in the discriminant function analyses.
The first step was the children's ages, the second their IQ score, and the third a measure of their spelling level in Session A, which was the total correct spellings of the endings of irregular verbs and nonverbs. We included this third step because we wanted to eliminate the possibility that any connection between the children's grammatical awareness scores in Session A and their later spelling was a function of their spelling level in Session A. This measure reflects the children's use of phonetic strategies in spelling, By controlling for this aspect of spelling we could see whether one form of spelling (phonetic) predicts another (morphemic), and whether the children's grammatical awareness predicts the accurate use of ed s even after controls for differences in children's initial success in spelling phonetically.
The next three steps in each regression were the word analogy, sentence analogy, and productive morphology scores in that order. We used this order because preliminary analyses established that word analogy scores accounted for more variance in later ed spelling than the sentence analogy scores did, and in turn the sentence analogy scores accounted for more than the productive morphology scores did. Table 9 shows that both the word analogy scores and the sentence analogy scores in Session A were significant predictors of the children's success with eds in Session B, despite the stringent controls for differences in age, IQ, and the children's initial spelling levels. The word analogy task was also a significant predictor of correct ed spelling in Session C. These results confirm the existence of a strong link between the children's initial grammatical awareness as measured by the analogy tasks and their subsequent success in learning that they should use the conventional ed spelling at the end of regular past verbs.
Discussion
Our study demonstrated that there are very marked changes between the ages of 6 and 10 years in children's ability to adopt the conventional spellings for morphemes. The study also established for the first time the existence of a phenomenon of great interest: Many children generalize the conventional spelling for the ed morpheme not only to irregular verbs but also to words in different grammatical categories.
These generalizations are at the heart of our new model of the development of spelling. This proposes that a child's first step in spelling is to adopt a phonetic spelling strategy; the next step is to notice and to try to incorporate exceptions to these rules but without a complete understanding of their grammatical basis; the next step is to understand fully this grammatical basis for some of the spelling patterns that do not fit well with the letter-sound rules; and the final step is to learn about the exceptions to the grammatically based rules. Our results support this stage model on the whole, despite the fact that the longitudinal data showed that some children went backward rather than forward along our hypothesised developmental path. Most children, however, did progress in the right direction.
The sequence of adopting a simpler strategy at first and accounting for exceptions later on, observed here in children's spelling, was also found by Karmiloff-Smith and Inhelder (1974/1975) in a study of children's understanding of how to balance blocks on a beam. They suggested that children's overgeneralizations might be best viewed as a creative simplification: By ignoring some aspects of the situation, young children are able to find a unifying principle that allows them to understand the problem.
The decline in the number of phonetic transcriptions of regular verb endings and the simultaneous increase in the use of the ed spelling pattern between Stages 2 and 3 was striking. Our hypothesis is that this is due to the children beginning to understand that there are systematic exceptions to phonetically based letter-sound rules and later to a growing understanding of the grammatical basis for these exceptions, but we cannot yet rule out the possibility that more than one step is involved in this obviously major transformation. Our hypothesis also explains the children's generalizations. At first the children generalize the ed spelling to nonverbs as well as to irregular verbs but later only to irregular verbs. Some children actually misspell words that they spelled correctly earlier on by generalizing the ed pattern, but once again this simplification indicates progress. The children who spell slept as sleped but realize that the ed ending is inappropriate for nonverbs have taken a major step toward using morphologically based spelling strategies.
As well as providing the basic evidence for our developmental model, these generalizations also suggest that some of the factors that control the course and the rate of the development of spelling are internal to the experiences that children have in learning to read and to write. Children first adopt new spellings like ed because they register that there are exceptions to letter-sound correspondence principles. Later, through experience with these spelling sequences, they come to realize that they are connected to a particular grammatical category.
At first sight, our demonstration of these generalizations does not fit well with some of the results of the study by Treiman (1993) , who reports that she did not find ed generalizations to nonverbs and that generalizations to irregular verbs were very scarce. However, the children in her study were all in their first year at school and were probably all still at the phonetic stage. In our study even the youngest children had been in school for over a year at the time of the first tests, and a large number of them had gone beyond that stage. The number of eds that children wrote in Treiman's study, even with regular past verbs, was very small. Only 12% of regular verbs were spelled in that way in her study, whereas the equivalent figure for the 6-year-olds in the first session of our study was 23%. Another possible factor may be that the teacher of the children in Treiman's study encouraged her pupils to recognize words as wholes rather than to segment them in any way, which probably led the children to remember how specific words are spelled in a rote fashiona procedure that would certainly discourage generalization.
We should also consider the fact that we used a list that contained many regular verbs, whereas Treiman's (1993) data came from children's free writing. It seems unlikely to us that this could have been a reason for the difference in results. We have shown why it is unlikely that the nature of our list artificially promoted the ed generalizations, and this difference would not explain why, for example, children at first make these generalizations to nonverbs as well as to irregular verbs and later only to irregular verbs.
Our results suggest that the children's general awareness of grammatical distinctions also plays a part in their readiness to learn about grammatically based spelling patterns. The two awareness tasks based on analogy were good predictors of the children's progress through the five stages. The sentence analogy task predicted children's position in the five stages well, and the word analogy task was the best predictor in the multiple regression analyses, although undoubtedly its superiority here was partly due to it being entered as the first of the grammatical tests in the fixed order of steps. In contrast, the productive morphology test did not make any significant predictions either in the discriminant analyses or in the multiple regressions. The reason for this difference may be the level of awareness that is needed for the different tasks. In the two analogy tasks the child has to recognize a grammatical relation between two words or sentences and then has to apply that relation to different words or sentences. In the productive morphology task, on the other hand, the child has to use the sense of the text to transform the grammatical status of a particular word. We argue that the former task demands a more explicit recognition of a grammatical relation than the latter because in the former task language is an object to which transformations are applied and not simply a tool for communication. We suggest that children's grammatical awareness must reach this explicit level for them to be able to adopt a morphologically based spelling strategy. The two analogy tasks also constitute a methodological contribution because previous morphological awareness tasks were clearly contaminated by semantic factors.
It should be noted that two of the grammatical tasks, word analogy and productive morphology, were heterogeneous in that they included other transformations than the transformation from present to past verbs (or vice versa). The predictive success of the word analogy task despite this heterogeneity is interesting, but our results do not show how specific such tasks should be. This is a subject for future research.
Our study is the first convincing demonstration that there is a sequence in the acquisition of the phonetic and the morphological spelling strategies and that this sequence is a developmental one. Children's use of the phonetic strategy provides some of the experiences that lead to the acquisition of a new morphological strategy, but this development is also aided by the development of children's explicit grammatical awareness.
We have limited our report to the learning of one spelling sequence. Further information about other spelling patterns and about other languages where the same phenomenon may be observed is still needed. Nevertheless our study has thrown light on the development of morphological spelling strategies, which are a matter of very great importance in the study of children's reading and spelling.
